Your requests deserve a quick response
Fast Delivery – Dispatch your order in 5 days
Let’s connect.
Fast Delivery
your ideas deserve a quick realisation

Today you are confronted with tough challenges in mechanical and plant engineering as well as in control cabinet production. On the one hand, the production of your products is becoming increasingly made to order/custom-built and a lot more complex. On the other hand, you have to deal with high price pressures, tight deadlines and short-term change requests. In addition, many products are requested in small quantities.

To meet these growing demands, you need ever more efficient planning and manufacturing processes - and you need to be able to rely on 100% fast and reliable delivery. With our Fast Delivery Service, we offer you both. The integrated concept simplifies your planning, accelerates your manufacturing processes and guarantees the delivery of individually assembled and ready-to-install terminal strips or enclosures within the shortest possible time. In this way, you reduce your costs, increase your flexibility and stay one step ahead of your competitors.

Your advantages at a glance with our Fast Delivery Service

Your customers demand maximum reliability. With Fast Delivery, you receive individual, ready-to-install assembled terminal strips or enclosures in the shortest possible time. In this way, you avoid assembly errors – a decisive step towards higher quality.

Your plants are becoming more and more specific and complex. Therefore, you have to stock many required components in your warehouse. With Fast Delivery, you receive complete assembled products – and can significantly minimise your purchasing and storage costs.

More and more often you have to manufacture small quantities of plants and be prepared for short-term changes. With Fast Delivery, you get individual terminal strips and enclosures from batch size 1 – and you receive them ready for installation. This increases your flexibility.

Orders with tight deadlines and last-minute design changes require quick reactions in the planning phase. Benefit from all the advantages of our WMC. This includes simple configuration, perfect integration into your planning software, and complete data consistency.

For the complex tasks in your workshop there are often only a few specialists available. Fast Delivery simplifies planning, reduces production costs, and accelerates documentation. This allows you to deploy your skilled workers in a much more targeted and effective manner.

You must complete and deliver your individual plants within tight time frames. Otherwise, your customers face high costs due to delays and production downtimes. With Fast Delivery, you can speed up all your processes and reliably meet your delivery commitments.

Optimisation made easy
How to save with our Fast Delivery Service

Our Fast Delivery Service is a holistic concept that simplifies and accelerates many work steps – and even eliminates some of them. It is based on the Weidmüller Configurator (WMC), which provides you with comprehensive support. With our WMC, you can decisively optimise planning, component procurement and assembly in your control cabinet or enclosure production. This enables you to achieve cost savings in almost all areas.

1 Planning & construction
- System guided support
- Effective reduction of planning timeframes
- Error minimisation due to product relationship knowledge and data interfaces

2 Purchasing
- Offers within minutes
- Shorter waiting times, less need for clarification
- Directly orderable articles incl. complete documentation

3 Warehousing
- Reduction of goods quantity and complexity
- One product instead of many components in numerous packaging units

4 Work preparation & assembly
- Ready-to-install delivery of of products
- More time for your own added value

5 Workshop & construction
- More precise control cabinet planning
- Data interfaces for process automation

6 Service
- Reliable procurement times – even in the case of future maintenance and repairs
Individually manufactured according to your specifications
Assembled terminal strips, industrial and Ex certified enclosures

Determine your own delivery time thanks to Fast Delivery Service
We offer the choice between 3 service levels

We support you holistically
from your idea and right into your hand

Data provision
Data is the basis for time-saving planning and project planning, error-free wiring, simple marking, and consistent documentation of your project. But don’t worry: even if you don’t have large ECAD and ERP systems, you can integrate your database with us. Often an Excel structural parts list is enough – and in case of any doubt we will help you with the preparation.

Digitised production process
After you finish your order, the data will be forwarded to our production department. The entire production process runs automatically and with maximal precision – ensuring the highest reliability of your products.
Fast tracking planning processes effectively
Simplified configuration and ordering with our Weidmüller Configurator

The choice is yours
Our WMC supports you step-by-step as you select and configure your terminal strip or your enclosures. You decide whether you want to carry out the complete configuration in the WMC or whether you want to import data sets from your ECAD system and, after making final adjustments in the WMC, simply transfer them back again. Whichever way you decide to go, you will benefit from centralised documentation that is always up to date, you will avoid transmission errors and you will no longer have to share your sensitive data with a third party. Using STEP, the universal 3D CAD exchange format, you can now also export your WMC solution directly into your MCAD system, ensuring complete data consistency in all your systems.

Three good reasons to start using our WMC now:

1. Secure and intuitive
Always current product data, the integrated plausibility check and the seamless documentation ensure that you can rely 100% on your configurations. The clear 3D real-time visualisation makes configuration significantly easier.

2. Convenient
Integrated interfaces facilitate the easy import and export of product data between our WMC and all commonly-used engineering tools, such as E³ or EPLAN electric P8.

3. Futureproof
The high quality product data and the standard export functions are preparing the way for the increasing automation in panel building.

In just three steps to your first order
Your easy start with our Fast Delivery Service

1. Project planning in your usual ECAD system with interface to the WMC.

2. Selection of the optimal components based on the required service level. Simple selection of the enclosure and relevant accessories.

3. Review of the selected combination by the integrated verify assistant – to ensure maximum product safety.

4. Direct request from our WMC with automatic offer created within just a few minutes.

Test it now!
Download our Weidmüller Configurator and enjoy the benefits of Configure to Order
www.weidmueller.com/wmc

Use our calculator and determine your personal savings potential today!
www.weidmueller.com/fds
Weidmüller – Your partner in Industrial Connectivity

As experienced experts we support our customers and partners around the world with products, solutions and services in the industrial environment of power, signal and data. We are at home in their industries and markets and know the technological challenges of tomorrow. We are therefore continuously developing innovative, sustainable and useful solutions for their individual needs. Together we set standards in Industrial Connectivity.